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Tanker Market
Commentary (Week 39)



General

The tanker market has had better weeks, which aren’t to anyone's great

surprise. We saw some significant drop in the product tanker spot market

which we expect to take a few weeks to recover fully from. Crude tankers

did not take the same beating, but activity did slow down noticeably.

No one is panicking though as the mid-term outlook has rarely looked

better and if you look back to earlier this year, analysts were not even

expecting to see a good tanker market before 2023!
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AFRAMAX: The Aframax market was somewhat steady this week, but the

fundamentals are looking bullish. As plenty of ships have left the MED for

better fortunes in the Baltic and over the Atlantic, the list of available

tonnage has shortened in the MED, which has provided the remaining

ships with the perfect conditions, especially with more Libyan cargoes

coming to the market.

LR's: As expected based on the conditions at the end of last week the LRs

made a nosedive this week as ships were pilled up and therefore leaving a

long tonnage list for charterers to pick from. Charterers took advantage of

this as seen on LR2s AG/UKC which was fixed for USD 3.5 mill this week,

which was over USD 5 mill only about a week ago. We do expect the

market to recover as soon as the winter comes around and the vessels get

better located.

MR's: The MRs had a tough week east of Suez as rates started to slide

and were nowhere close to going for better markets. From the AG to the

Far east we saw demand for tonnage lower forcing rates to drop. The USG

remains firm and we expect to see more ballasters enter the region in the

coming week.

Chartering and Spot market

VLCC: Time to cool off a bit. After around a month of soaring rates, the

market cooled off this week, primarily due to lower cargo volumes. Rates

naturally took a small slide as well. With SPR cargoes coming to an end

there is some uncertainty over how the USG will look in the next couple of

months as this has been the prime area for well-paying cargoes so far.

SUEZMAX: Like the VLCC's the Suezmax segment was slower this week

due to fewer cargoes. WAF is not what it used to be due to issues on the

supply side, primarily caused by sabotage. As we have mentioned before,

this is an area that we believe will have a lot of focus over the next couple

of months as the EU embargo will kick in, and not many places can tab in

with as much additional supply as WAF/Nigeria.



Period market

There was a good display of fixtures in the market this week. We saw

players like Teekay tankers fix longer periods at a healthy rate for an LR2,

which sets the level of confidence high. Once again, a couple of VLCCs

was taken out on period, and the market is firm as short periods are paying

well into $40,000 p/d.

List of highlighted fixtures this week:

Ship Country Built DWT Period Rate Charterer

DESH VIRAAT South Korea 2008 320,400 6 Months $38,500 pd Trafigura

DABA South Korea 2012 316,400 2 Years $34,000 pd Equinor

COSLUCKY LAKE China 2017 310,500 6 Months $49,500 pd Trafigura

BELLA CIAO China 2020 156,600 10 Months $42,000 pd Trafigura

MARAN HERCULES South Korea 2017 156,500 3 Years $35,000 pd ExxonMobile

PALAMAS South Korea 2023 114,900 35 Months $35,500 pd Teekay Tankers

FULHAM ROAD South Korea 2013 74,950 6 Months $45,000 pd Mjolner Shipping

PS NEW ORLEANS Japan 2022 52,850 2 Years $24,000 pd Mercuria

KRITI EMERALD South Korea 2005 50,300 6 Months $30,000 pd Trafigura

NORD MIRAI Japan 2021 49,990 3Years $23,500 pd Union Maritime
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Second-hand market

A rather steady second-hand market without any surprises this week. Once

again it was confirmed that some buyers are still there to pay top dollars

for Aframax’s as the preparations for a sanctioned winter/spring in the baltic

and black sea continue. Activity is still great at the current pricing, which

should be a great indicator of buyers' confidence in the market.

List of highlighted transactions this week:

Ship Country Built DWT Price Buyer Comments

VINGA South Korea 2012 158,982 $42m Undisclosed SS/DD Due

CONCORD EXPRESS South Korea 2003 111,920 $23m Chinese

PHOENIX BEACON South Korea 2011 105,525 $35m Undisclosed

POLAR UNICORN Japan 2008 73,956 $22.7m Undisclosed

RIDGEBURY BIRCH Japan 2006 53,700 $17.5m Undisclosed En-bloc

RIDGEBURY ACACIA Japan 2006 53,700 $17.5m Undisclosed En-bloc

BLACK SWAN Japan 2007 47,999 $19.2m Undisclosed BWTS fitted

JO ASK South Korea 2007 47,100 $20.5m Middle Eastern

ENDO BREEZE Croatia 2003 46,764 $14m Undisclosed
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Newbuilding market Recycling market

Another week with a couple of tanker newbuilding orders being placed.

Similar to last week the smaller sizes are currently in focus with Chinese

Chongqing Chiangdong confirming placing an order at COSCO PetroChina

for one 7,450 DWT Chemical Tanker and a 6,300 DWT Chemical Tanker.

Both vessels will be STST and are scheduled for delivery within 2024.

Furthermore, Dongfang Tongzhou Maritime placed an order for two 4,300

DWT Bunkering Tankers at Zhoushan Hetai Shipbuilding which are

scheduled for delivery within 2023.

Even though there is some activity within the newbuilding market we are

still missing the larger sizes to gain traction. Newbuilding prices remain

stable for the time being but could increase in Q4 depending on the

optimism and situation in the winter months. We expect to see a series of

larger sizes being contracted in Q4 2022.

Another week with relatively low activity within the recycling market. As

rates and asset prices continue to be elevated and, in some cases,

increase, we are yet to see tanker owners selling their tonnage for

recycling. We heard this week that a vessel that originally was intended to

be sold for recycling and was already sent to the Chittagong was now

sourcing second-hand Buyers to leverage on the high asset prices for

further trading. Even vessels that are above 25 years old are being

circulated and transacted in the market. As the yards continue to be empty

with very little activity, we might see the recyclers being forced to increase

rates to fill up the yards with alternative tonnage, but this will still be a risk

as there remain issues with LC both in Pakistan and Bangladesh.

There were no reported tankers sold for recycling this week.
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Location 02-Oct-22 25-Sep-22 Change % Change

Turkey 260.0 260.0 0.0 0.0%

Bangladesh 610.0 610.0 0.0 0.0%

India 575.0 575.0 0.0 0.0%

Pakistan 590.0 580.0 10.0 1.7%



Crude oil market OX-Global Shipping Indices

As mentioned earlier there is reportedly more tonnage being taken away

from the illicit Iran trade and instead being deployed in Russian trade

making Iran being more dependent on the NITC fleet. While tanker owners

and freight rates benefit from the biggest shift in oil trade in recent memory,

buyers will face additional headaches because of reduced tanker

availability and higher prices due to a surge in shipping costs and as a

result of Russian crude being rerouted from West to East, the shipping

sector could see an even greater demand for Aframax’s and Suezmax’s

and eventually VLCC’s that are more available but would result in more

difficult loading operations requiring STS-transfers. Asia-bound routes

generally take 21 days longer than Europe-bound routes, which will

translate into almost a 3% increase in ton-miles of shipping traffic. We are

already seeing issues with traders facing challenges in finding Aframax’s to

load crude oil from Russian ports, but with recent inquiries in the market

and the peak period being ahead of us the scarcity could grow even more

during Q4 2022.

The OX-Global WET12 index saw another drop this week which is the

second consecutive week the index has declined since 6. July 2022. The

index fell another 0.62% this week settling at $196.82 which has nothing to

do with the product or crude market itself but merely an economic reaction

to the increasing rate hikes and investors being more concerned about a

global recession. The product and crude rates continue to be elevated and

are expected to increase even further during Q4 2022.
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Disclaimer: The data and information provided by OCEAN EXL FZCO through the

Intelligence platform are solely provided in good faith to clients and other relevant
parties who may benefit from it. All data marketed through the intelligence platform

is owned and maintained by OCEAN EXL FZCO with exception of data directly

sourced from Freightos Baltic Index (https://fbx.freightos.com/) U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) (https://www.eia.gov). The data and information

provided by OCEAN EXL FZCO are collected via industry experts such as
shipbrokers, authorities, agents and other organizations who are involved in

shipping, energy, and finance. The intelligence platform is largely dependent on

these industry experts’ observations and opinions and therefore the data and
information are believed to be correct but are not guaranteed to be exact. All data

displayed through the intelligence platform is directly owned by OCEAN EXL
FZCO* with exceptions to Freight Rates for the container segment which is owned

by Baltic Freight Index and oil and energy data including production, consumption

and inventories. All use of data within the intelligence platform without any valid
license or agreement with OCEAN EXL FZCO is considered to breach our Data

Policy and will not be tolerated. To license our data or to use our data for research
and analysis purposes, please get in touch to hear more. This website is provided

for information purposes only. Any analysis of or reference to various data,

information, and analysis are opinions only.

No information in this report constitutes financial advice or other advice or any
recommendation to take actions hereupon. No representation, warranty, or

undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of

the information or opinions contained in this website by OCEAN EXL FZCO or any
of its members or employees, and no liability is accepted by such persons for the

accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions.

The OceanEXL Intelligence platform including services and data products is

owned and distributed by OCEAN EXL FZCO. OceanEXL Intelligence displays
data and insight which have been acquired by third-party providers and market

participants and to the best of our knowledge we believe the information and data
are correct but not guaranteed to be accurate and herein came from reliable

sources. No information or opinion herein constitutes a solicitation of purchase,

sale, or chartering of any assets including vessels, commodities, and or financial
securities.

OCEAN EXL FZCO

A: P. O. Box: 251756, One by Omniyat Tower,

18th Floor, Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

T: +971 50 902 2068

T: +971 50 902 2038

E: admin@oceanexl.com (management)

E: intelligence@oceanexl.com

W: www.oceanexl.com


